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In this paper an inversion formula involving only values of /(x)

along the real axis is obtained for the class of convolution transforms

described below. A real inversion formula involving fix) and its de-

rivatives was obtained by H. Pollard [l] and a complex inversion

formula by Hirschman and Widder [2].

We shall prove the following

Theorem. Let

(1) /(*) = j Gix - t)4>it)dt,

where

j Git) expi-ist)dt = I" ft (1 + s*/al)\     = His)

and

00

E (<**)     < °°i        0 < ct ^ ak+i,      k = 1, 2, • • • .
A=l

If the integral (1) converges for a single real x, it converges for all real

x and is inverted by

lim   lim   f /({)¿f f ft (1 + «V«2)
t—K>+   n—► « */ */       ¿=i

(2)
■exp[ —/«2 -f iuix — Ç)]du = <^(«)

for almost every x.

It is assumed that (pit) is Lebesgue integrable on every finite inter-

val and the integral in (1) is interpreted as

-s

When limits are omitted from an integral appearing in the text, the

lim
fi-» oo,  s—>«   J —S
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range of integration is understood to be (— », œ).

It is convenient to decompose the proof of the theorem into several

lemmas.

Lemma 1. If the transform (1) converges for a single real x, it con-

verges for all real x.

This was established in [l]. We note that G(t) is a class I kernel in

the sense of Widder and Hirschman [2, p. 120].

Lemma 2.

(2ir)_1 J F (is) exp itsds

exists and equals G(t).

By [2, p. 52], F(is) = 0(\s\-p) for every p, hence is in L(— », co)

from which the result follows immediately.

Lemma 3.

Jf   TT 2      2 2
/(£)d£ I   11 (1 + u /ßk) exp ( — tu  — iu(x — £))du

J     i=l

exists.

/(£) =0(exP(ai|£| )) by [2, Theorem 2.1, p. 147]. The inner integral

is easily shown by a direct evaluation to be 0(exp( — A(x— £)2)),

0<A <(4e)_1, which establishes the result.

Lemma 4.

/¿(Ö = JAG(t - s)<b(s)ds = 0(exp(ai| *| ))

independent of A.

From [2, p. 123] G(x — t)/G( — t) is nondecreasing or nonincreasing

as a function of t according as x is greater or less than zero. The

asymptotic estimates furnished by [2, Theorem 2.1, p. 108] show

furthermore that

lim G(x — A)/G(—A) = exp aix,
A—>aO

lim   G(x — A)/G( — A) = exp(-aix).
A—>— CO

In the case x>0, the mean value theorem enables us to write:
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hence

where

/*(*) =  fA[Gix - t)/Gi-t)]Gi-t)4>it)dt
J -A

= Gix- A)/Gi-A) fAGi-l)4>it)dt,

| /a(x) I   g B exp aix,

5 =   sup    I    Gi-t)<t>it)dt.
MR,S   J R

A similar argument applies in the case x<0.

Lemma 5.

(3)

/ fi&dt i   fi (1 + «*/«*) exp (»«(* + {) - /«*)<*«^ *'    *-i

<pis)ds j     IX   j (1 + u /ak)}    exp (i«(x — s) — tu )du.

The technique employed in the proof of this lemma is the one em-

ployed by Blackman [4] in his treatment of convolutions with ra-

tional kernels. We have by the definition of fix), (3) is equal to

(4) fd£ [ Jim j   G(É - s)4>is)ds~\ Gnix - Q,

where G„(x — £) is the value of the inner integral in (3). The estimate

of Lemma 4 enables us to take the limit outside the outer integral

whence (4) becomes

(5) lim   f Gnix - f)áf f  G(f - í)*(j)áj.

By Fubini's theorem, we can interchange the order of integration

which replaces (5) by

im   f  4>is)ds f G„ix - £)G(£ - í)á£.

A straightforward calculation shows the inner integral above can be

expressed as
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XI  (1 + u /ak)      exp (iu(x — s) — tu )du,
J    L k=n+l J

completing the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 6.

lim   | 4>(s)[Hn(x - s) - (47Tf)-1/2 exp(-(x - s)2/4t)]ds = 0,

where

Hn(x) =  I       II  (1 + u /ak)      exp (iux — tu )du.
J     L t=n+l J

f(b(s) exp(—(x — s)2/4:t)ds exists for every real x. Given «>0, we

can for any fixed x choose R so large that

i rs
sup   (4irf)-"2II      <b(s)exp(-(x -
<S<co I J R

s)2/4t)ds
B<S<co

<e,

I C~R
sup   (4îrf)-1/2   I        <b(s) exp (-(x - s)2/it)ds

R<S<n IJ -S

It is easily established that:

d/dx(Hn(x)/exp(-x2/4t)) ^ 0,       x => 0,

^ 0,       x ^ 0.

By the mean value theorem, if R>x,

<«.

(6)

I     /* °°
I    (¡>(s)Hn(x — i)dj

/•« i
0(i)exp(-(*- j)2/4f)dj ,

R

i/_;
<b(s)Hn(x — s)ds

(7)

g [#„(* + R)/exp(-(x + R)2/4t)]

I/» — R
|      0(j) exp(-f> - s)2/4f)dj

J t

H„(x) tends boundedly to (iirt)-112 exp( — x2/4t) enabling us to con-

clude that as «—><»
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/R p R
4>is)Hnix - s)ds -> (47t0-1/2 I    4>is) exp(- (x - s)2/4¿)¿í.

-ß *> -fi

Furthermore, the lim sup of the expression in (6) and (7) are each

^e. Thus

0 ^ lim sup   j  <l>is)[Hnix - s) - (47r0"1/2exp(-(x - sY/U^ds
n—* =o      | J

Since e is arbitrary, this proves the lemma.

We complete the proof of the theorem with

< 2e

Lemma 7.

lim (4a-0"1/2 I 0(í) exp(-(x - í)74í)¿í = (/>(*)
1-0+ J

almost everywhere.

This is Corollary 7.2b of Theorem 7.2 of  [2, p. 189].
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